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• Getting Started
• We knew the project was coming. 
• Identified call numbers for appropriate 
topics
• Generated lists from ILS for items in those 
call number range that were pre-1923
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Easier to go to shelf and pick books to go on 
cart
Serials get barcoded
Older serials are easier and harder to 
choose
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• Go to shelf, look for candidates
• Pull volume
• Evaluate size and condition
• Barcode Serials
• Add to cart
Check for Duplicates
Check item out to scanning
Create packinglist
Pack books for shipment 
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• Still to come
• Adding files to WHOAS
• Adding items scanned by partners that we 
also own
• Article level searching and retrieving
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Boston Library Consortium (BLC) Scanning 
Project
Library overlap
Communication
Basecamp
email
Early oceanography
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Foldouts
18 x 24 inches
U.S. Coast Guard International Ice Patrol
QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
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Workflow
• Known items, search catalog, browse shelves
• Pull book
• Look at dates
• Google search
• Check copyright renewal database
• Look for oversize foldouts
• Put on cart
• Create pick list - scan barcodes, generate list 
from catalog
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Quality Assurance
Scans
Metadata
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• BHL Metadata fixes
• edited by adevenish@whoi.edu (adevenish@whoi.edu)
• volume 3 (see item id) above has not been scanned and this is a dead link.
Check www.archive.org/details/historyoffirstha00nati and 
www.archive.org/details/historyoffirstha1913nati for correct metadata - Diane
Carnegie Institution of Washington publication - merge records, vol. cleanup, resort - Diane
Awaiting other work prior to editing
Foundations of zoology by Brooks. Need bib info for both editions. - Diane
DONE 4/10/09 (Ann) - Special scientific report (specialscientifi59325usfi) this should be no.326, 
not 325
DONE 4/10/09 (Ann) - Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society - volume information [use year 
for v]
DONE 4/14/09 (Ann) - Carnegie Institution of Washington publications - vol. cleanup, added 
dates, resort
BHL collaboration - Smithsonian - check every page of every book
6 month outlook - focus on quality assurance
Staff keep track of edits on wiki
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Outcomes
Increase use of items that did not circulate 
for years  
Access to fragile, rare items that had been 
locked up
Taxonmic intelligence added to BHL items
